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ADEN - Gunmen shot dead a high-ranking Yemeni army officer
Monday in the country's southeastern Hadramawt province as he
was heading to work, a military official said. The unknown assai-
lants opened fire on Colonel Ahmed al-Suhaili, commander of a
military camp in Hadramawt's city of Seiyun, the official said on
condition of anonymity. The defence ministry confirmed the attack
on its website 26sept.net and said Suhaili responded by shooting at
the assailants who were in a vehicle and wounded one of them
before he died. It said a search was on to hunt down the attackers
but did not blame any particular group for the assault on Suhaili.
Members of Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, the network's
deadliest branch, frequently carry out hit-and-run attacks against
intelligence and army officials, especially in the lawless south and
east. They generally use unregistered motorbikes to facilitate their
escape.

Top Yemen army officer
killed in southeast

Maliki and Barzani meet in
Baghdad to diffuse tensions

BAGHDAD - The president of Iraq's autonomous Kurdish region,
Massud Barzani, visited Baghdad on Sunday for the first time in
years for talks with Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki on an array of
disputes.
Barzani met Maliki, after which the two held a joint news confer-
ence in the capital's heavily-fortified Green Zone -- a major change
from last year, when the Kurdish leader was advocating the pre-
mier's removal from office, and accusing him of dictatorship.
"We discussed disputes and we agreed to work on passing frozen
laws in the parliament, especially the oil and gas law," Maliki said,
referring to long-stalled legislation governing the exploitation of
Iraq's rich energy resources.

"We agreed to cooperate and work together and to face everything
that threatens Iraq and the (Kurdish) region, and we consider this a
national duty," said Barzani.
Kurdish leaders want to incorporate a swathe of land stretching
from Iraq's eastern border with Iran to its western frontier with
Syria into their autonomous region over the objections of Maliki's
government.
The federal and regional governments also disagree over the appor-
tioning of oil revenues and the signing of contracts with foreign
energy firms.
Diplomats and officials say the dispute over territory is one of the
main long-term threats to Iraq's stability.
In June, Maliki chaired a landmark cabinet session in Arbil, the
capital of the autonomous Kurdistan region, and the two sides
agreed to form joint committees to deal with disputes.
Kurdistan's deputy prime minister Emad Ahmed said in a statement
on the region's official website that Barzani's visit was a follow-up
to Maliki's trip to Arbil.
Barzani was to be accompanied by Ahmed, as well as the ministers
in charge of natural resources and the Kurdish peshmerga security
forces, the statement said.
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Egypt's interim leader vowed fresh elections by early next year as Islamists staged
fresh rallies Tuesday after dozens of ousted president Mohamed Morsi's loyalists died
in clashes at a Cairo military barracks.
A senior Islamist official on Tuesday rejected the military-backed timetable for fresh
elections, saying it "brings the country back to square one."
Essam Al-Erian, vice chairman of the Brotherhood’s political arm, the Freedom and
Justice Party, dismissed Mansour’s road map in a Facebook post as "a constitutional
decree by a man appointed by putschists."
Morsi's Muslim Brotherhood, which has led demonstrations against last week's mili-
tary overthrow of the Islamist leader, called for an "uprising" after accusing troops
and police of "massacring" its supporters during dawn prayers on Monday.
"Each province is organising funerals and rallies (Tuesday), and each province will
have a central sit-in," Brotherhood spokesman Gehad El-Haddad said.
At the Rabaa al-Adawiya mosque, where Morsi supporters have been camping out for
nearly two weeks, several thousand demonstrators, worn out by the heat, listened to
speakers urging them to remain steadfast in their protest.
Amid the widening chasm in the restive country, interim president Adly Mansour
issued a decree setting a timetable for a referendum on an amended constitution and
then for parliamentary elections.
Mansour will form a panel of judicial experts to draft amendments to the suspended
2012 constitution within 15 days.
Once a draft is ready, it will go to a popular referendum, paving the way for parlia-
mentary elections.
Mansour will announce the date for presidential elections after the new parliament
convenes, according to the decree which was swiftly rejected by the Muslim Brother-
hood.
The Islamist group released the names of 42 people killed in the incident outside the
elite Republican Guards' headquarters, as the interior ministry and military said two
policemen and a soldier were also killed.
Emergency services chief Mohammed Sultan said at least 51 people were killed and
435 wounded.
The military blamed "terrorists", while witnesses, including Brotherhood supporters
at the scene, said security forces fired warning shots and tear gas, and that "thugs" in
civilian clothes carried out the shootings.
The United States called on the Egyptian army to exercise "maximum restraint",
while also condemning "explicit" Brotherhood calls to violence.
The Islamist movement's political arm, the Freedom and Justice Party (FJP), had
called for "an uprising by the great people of Egypt against those trying to steal their
revolution with tanks" because of Monday's killings.
In the Suez Canal city of Port Said, gunmen on a motorcycle opened fire on a church
early Tuesday, wounding a man, witnesses said.
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon condemned the latest wave of bloodshed in
Egypt, calling for an independent inquiry.
According to Mansour's decree, a panel representing political, religious and security
services will agree final amendments to the constitution suspended on Morsi's ouster
and put it to referendum.
Parliamentary elections would be completed in less than three months after the consti-
tution is ratified.
A senior Muslim Brotherhood official denounced the decree. "A constitutional decree
by a man appointed by putschists... brings the country back to square one," said
Essam al-Erian in a Facebook posting.
In response to the "massacre", the conservative Islamist Al-Nur party, which won
almost a quarter of the votes in 2011-2012 parliamentary elections and had backed the
army's overthrow of Morsi, said it was pulling out of talks on a new government.
Al-Nur had rejected leading liberal Mohamed ElBaradei's nomination as prime minis-
ter. Among the names being floated as Egypt's next premier is liberal economist
Samir Radwan, who said he was considering the position.
Mansour, a top judge before his appointment as interim president, has ordered a judi-
cial commission of inquiry into the killings.
Emotions ran high as people searched for the names of missing loved ones on a list of
the dead in hospital, where dozens of bodies were laid on the bloody floor of a make-
shift morgue. The army warned it would not allow anyone to threaten national secur-
ity, urging protesters to stay away from military installations and to end their sit-ins.
International condemnation of Monday's bloodshed poured in, with Germany
expressing "shock" at the violence, Turkey calling it an attack on "humanity" and
Brotherhood backer Qatar urging "self-restraint" and "unity".
Morsi's single year of turbulent rule was marked by accusations he failed the 2011
revolution that ousted autocratic president Hosni Mubarak by concentrating power in
Islamist hands and letting the economy nosedive.
The military, which overthrew Morsi after millions took to the streets from June 30
demanding that he resign, has come under mounting international pressure to swiftly
install a civilian administration to oversee a rapid return to elected government.

Muslim Brotherhood rejects
Egypt’s new charter
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By : IMAN SALEH

They love me,
They love me not. They love me... No they don't. At all. 
This is what's probably going through Mohamed Morsi's
"moderate" head after being overthrown on Wednesday and then
being supported again in Nasr City, Egypt. 
Maybe this is history repeating itself a little too early. 
On June 2012 Mohamed Morsi was elected as the first Egyptian
civilian president. 
A year later on Wednesday July 3 he was ousted for not comply-
ing with the demand of the Egyptian people. 
The Friday of July 5, 2013 that same week, three people were
shot dead during a pro-Morsi protest to bring him back. 12 more
were injured. 
This was marked on the anniversary of Hosni Mubarak's over-
throw, except instead of the people kicking out someone like the
year before, they want Morsi in.  
But the Egyptian government is hardly focusing on who is rul-
ing the throne, they are mostly concerned with what the people
are planning, and they are mainly keeping an eye on the Muslim
Brotherhood. 
"The Muslim Brotherhood are ones who have been serving you
and I am one of your servants." Says Mohamed Badie, the
leader of the Brotherhood. "The masses are here for God's relig-
ion first and for freeing Egypt, we will stay in public squares
until we free our elected president and we carry him on our
shoulders."
And sure enough, the people have promised to shed the blood. 
And to the Egyptian military, that only spells a headache, espe-
cially since U.S aid of 1.5 billion dollars are being withheld
until the power is back in the hands of an elected civilian presi-
dent. 
Others have different expectations;
"The Brotherhood’s leadership will definitely be terminated and
expelled, and a new leadership will emerge,” Ashraf el-Sherif, a
political science professor at the American University of Cairo
said. 
"We cannot talk about constitutional correctness as we are on
the threshold of a new and corrected revolutionary roadmap," he
said. "The military's roadmap has brought Egypt back to square
one. We are back to February 11, 2011."
And the circle of revolution is simple continuing, not starting
again. 
Could that only mean to everyone more bloodshed, protests and
unrest in the country? Possibly. But could that lead to a possible
democratic election in the worlds most largest Arab populated
country? Sure. Dr. Larbi Sadiki, a leading scholar in the field of
Arab democratisation seems to believe so. 
"What we have seen since 2011, - the Egyptian people have the
building blocks of democracy enacted through mostly peaceful
people’s power displays," he says. 

As for the people who are anti-Morsi, they feel his ousting was
for the best, knowing that he was already on fine line with the
military and the citizens of Egypt. 
Robert Springborg, a professor at the Naval Postgraduate School
in the US state of California says, "They crossed the red line on
security. They kept playing politics with national security in
ways that made the military profoundly uncomfortable."
As of now, no one outside the military know where Mohamed
Morsi is being held. But one thing is sure, he's in this history
repeat with more eyes on him than ever. 

They love me 
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We are simple creatures that can survive with very little. Some food, water, shelter
from the elements and air to breathe is about all we need to live life. The many other
possessions of mankind are superfluous. fasting the month of Ramadan is the con-
trolled self-deprivation of a basic requirement for life, food and drink, during daylight
hours for 29 or 30 days. A person who fasts quickly becomes aware of his weakness
as a human being. No matter how rich, influential or powerful one may become, the
simple act of refraining from food and water during the day proves how quickly the
body can become weak and inactive. Millions in gold bullion, oil wells, luxurious
homes or military power cannot replace the vitality that is restored by a single sip of
water when sunset arrives.
Fasting is performed by the whole Muslim community and is a festive time of year.
It’s a time when people often meet old friends and family and spend time praying in
the mosque every day and night. But Fasting is also a very personal experience and an
act of worship directly between a person and Allah (God), his Lord. No-one truly
knows who is Fasting except Allah and theFasting person. If someone was pretending
to Fast , but eating and drinking when alone, no-one would know. Because of this, it
is not an action that can easily be done simply to ‘fit in’ or to show off to other peo-
ple. It can only be an action directly and closely linked to the realisation of an all-
powerful Creator.
Ramadan is an annual purification of the spirit of man. That repeated purification is
part of the character of Islam. Left alone, human beings quickly become pre-occupied
with the many concerns they have in this world. Whether it be money, relationships,
family or simply the pursuit of pleasure, one action is covered with another until a
person is so deeply embedded in so many worldly interests that life after death and
the supernatural become entirely detached from their psyche. When this happens so
much corruption and vice can seep into our daily lives in such a way that we may not
even be aware of it. Islam is a state of perpetual purification. A Muslim lives in this
world just as any other person, but the rituals of Islam achieve a recurring reminder of
Allah and the life of the next world. In this way the Muslim corrects his actions
according to revealed knowledge of right and wrong. So, a Muslim prays five times
every day reinforcing the spirit , which is his relationship with Allah. Each year Mus-
lims Fast for a month, again reinforcing the spirit and washing away the corruption
that can build up in the personality. Fasting restores modesty, humility and the deter-
mination for fairness and justice due to the closeness one achieves with the divine.
The pilgrimage to Mecca is a once in a life time action, that again works towards the
same end, reminding us of our final destination.
That is Islam and that is how Fasting the month of Ramadan is part of Islam. Yes it is
a time for family, for celebration and happiness, but more than that, it is a time for
reflection and self-purification to restore men and women , who can so quickly
become distracted by the trials and pleasures of this world, to their true elevated
status as the slaves of the Creator of the universe.

What Ramadan means
to a Muslim

Why do Muslims fast?
Allah (God) says in the Quran: “O you who believe! fasting has been writ-
ten for you, as it was written for those before you, in order that you may
become God-fearing” (Quran chapter 2 verse 183)
What do Muslims hope to get from fasting?
This verse makes clear that the Fast is an opportunity for us to get closer to
our Lord, until we are pious or God-fearing (taqwa). The meaning of this
piety, according to the words of the companions of the Prophet Muhammad
, is: “The fear of al-Jaleel (one of Allah’s names), the acting upon what has
been sent down (of revelation) and the preparedness for the Day of Judg-
ment.”
Not all those who fast will gain this taqwa, as some people will gain only
hunger and thirst if their intention in fasting was not purely to worship Allah
. Islamic scholars have therefore said that gaining taqwa is the wisdom
(general objective) behind Allah requiring all Muslims to fast; to give them
all the best opportunity to get close to Allah. In the same way, some people
do not worship Allah at all, yet the wisdom in creating mankind was so that
we may worship Allah.Allah says “I did not create mankind or the Jinn,
except to worship Me” (Quran chapter 51 verse 56)
The wisdom of Allah ordering us to do something may or may not be
achieved, as Allah gave us the ability to choose whether to obey or disobey
His instructions. Fasting is part of a Muslim’s worship of his Lord. By doing
so, we are submitting our own desires to conform to what Allah is pleased
with. Islam itself means submission, and by rejecting any food or drink dur-
ing the daylight hours we are completely submitting our own will to the will
of the Creator, Allah . The Prophet  said: “None of you will be true believers
until your desires are in accordance with what I came with.”
What are Muslim NOT aiming for when they fast?
We do not fast in order to give our bodies a rest or to ‘detox’, although this
may be a side-effect of doing so. Similarly, we do not fast to empathise with
the poor who regularly go hungry. Our experience may lead us to feel for
the suffering of the poor, but this is not the reason for us fasting. Simply,
fasting is an act of submission to please Allah, our Lord.
The Prophet Muhammad told us that Allah said “All deeds of the children of
Adam are for them, except fasting, which is for Me and I will give the
reward for it.“
Do people actually look forward to Ramadhan?
One may expect that Muslims dread the month of Ramadan, particularly in
these long summer days, as there will be much hardship in fasting during it.
Yet, as we are fasting to please Allah, the opposite is true of the believer: we
actually look forward to Ramadan. Muslims the world over are waiting in
eager anticipation to get closer to their Lord during this glorious month –
you may even hear the cheers as the moon is sighted to mark its beginning.

What do Muslims hope
to get from fasting?
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After an absence of 10 years, the Miss Algeria beauty contest was held
Friday in the western city of Oran, with 19-year-old science student Rym
Amari taking the pageant honours. The competition was suspended in
2003 after the death of Cheradi Hamdad, who launched the beauty con-
test in 1996 during Algeria's devastating civil war and whose son Faycal
Hamdad has now taken up the mantle. "I have picked up the torch for this
year only, because my father died last year of lung cancer," said the new
pageant director, a rights activist and a performer in his own right.
The revamped beauty show demonstrates that "the Algerian woman has
evolved, Algeria has evolved", said Hamdad. After wiping away tears of
joy, beauty contest winner Amari declared: "I am your Miss Algeria. I am
19 years old and I am a materials science student." She came out on top
from the 20 contestants, aged between 18 and 26, who were carefully
selected from Algeria's main cities to compete in front of 2,000 spectators
in an Oran hotel. While there was a minimum height requirement, there
was no posing in swimsuits, with the Miss Algeria hopefuls parading in
traditional outfits, sportswear and evening dresses. Miss Algeria 2013 has
been crowned too late to be able to participate in this year's Miss World
contest, due to be held in Bali in September.

Miss Algeria crowned for
first time in 10 years

Will the internet become conscious?
The internet is a new lifeform that shows the first signs of intelligence. So says brain
scientist and serial entrepreneur Jeff Stibel. He argues that the physical wiring of the
internet is much like a rudimentary brain and some of the actions and interactions that
take place on it are similar to the processes that we see in the brain. At the same time, he
says, it is forcing us as humans to interact and think in new and different ways. But, he
tells BBC Future, this is just the beginning.  The internet is only going to become more
and more intelligent, changing humans and society in ways which we are not yet able to
understand. If you would like to comment on this article or anything else you have seen
on Future, head over to our Facebook page or message us on Twitter.

Will men and machines merge?

Will we one day be able to access all of human knowledge directly from a chip
implanted into our brains? American author, inventor, and futurist Ray Kurzweil
believes it will be possible. He argues that the exponential rise in computing power we
see today will continue to a point where in 2029, machines will be as smart as people. At
that point, he says, people will inevitably begin to use technology in new ways, implant-
ing powerful devices that augment our abilities. Kurzweil calls this point in time “the
singularity”. At the recent Singularity Summit in San Francisco, he told BBC Future how
this momentous change will come about and what it will mean for us and society. If you
would like to comment on this video or anything else you have seen on Future, head
over to our Facebook page or message us on Twitter .BBC
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 15  Book Review
Why 'jihad' went global

By Jim Miles - VERNON
- First published in 2005,
this text still stands the test
of time for the theses that it
presented then. In this new
edition, Fawaz Gerges
writes hopefully and
expectantly that the new
US President, Barak
Obama, can overcome the
mistakes he sees that the
US has made in its “war on
terror.” His hopes will
obviously have dimmed
somewhat if not greatly in
consideration of Obama’s
actions in the Middle East,
but Gerges’ essential
thematic message remains
important.
Two main themes underlie
the ideas in the book. The
first tells of the relationship
between bin Laden and
Zawahiri and how their
ideas interacted and reacted
to turn the jihadis from the
‘near’ enemy - the local
regional governments - to
the ‘far’ enemy - the United
States. The second theme is
the poor manner in which

the US has understood essential differences between ‘near’ and ‘far’ jihadis, the
history of their development, and the major divisions within the jihadi proponents.
Following from the latter theme, a missing context of Gerges arguments concerning
US actions in the Middle East is readily discerned.
Bin Laden and Zawahiri
Osama bin Laden is the iconic anti-hero of the al-Queda movement, shooting to
prominence in the western media with the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World
Trade Center. Still at large presumably somewhere in the Afghanistan/Pakistan
border region, bin Laden remains the iconic reviled evil of the Muslim world.
Although active before 9/11 it was this singular act that brought him to global media
attention. Considered to be the mastermind behind the attacks and all other atrocities
designated to be by al-Queda, Gerges’ arguments present the al-Queda top echelon to
be structured as much by Ayman al- Zawahiri, a prominent Egyptian jihadi gone
global.
Zawahiri’s initial jihadi interests were with the near enemy, in his case, Egypt.
Gerges credits Zawhiri with turning bin Laden towards using tactics that he had used
in his ‘near’ campaign towards the ‘far’ enemy, the US These tactics consisted of the
violent suicide attacks and attacks against civilians which Gerges argues were not
originally within bin Laden’s repertoire. bin Laden had previously chosen mainly
political and military targets for his war on the far enemy.
Conversely, Zawahiri had originally focussed his attention on the elite of Egypt and
had not thought much about global jihad. Influenced by bin Laden, for lack of
financial support elsewhere, as well as the lack of success of the near jihad in Egypt,
Zawahiri turned to bin Laden for support. From his experience with his near jihad in
Egypt, Zawahiri “brought vast operational, political, and conceptual skills to his
alliance with bin Laden.”
In sum Zawahiri turned from the near to the far enemy, from Muslim apostates to the
US and its allies in the west. bin Laden, turned from targeting the military and elite
to utilizing Zawahiri’s organizational skills and tactics of suicide attacks and attacks
against civilians. The combination led to 9/11.
Pivot points
Gerges discusses several pivotal moments within the jihadi movements.
Afghanistan’s resistance to Soviet intervention was the first point. At the time, it was
seen as a ‘near’ jihad, to rid Muslim land of an occupier, the “[irredentist] jihadis
possess no political ambition to wage jihad against either their own government or
Western nations.” The consensus at the time “among Muslim clerics and scholars”
was that “jihad against the Russian invaders was legitimate (defensive) and could be
considered a “collective” duty.” Gerges argues that “while united to fight the
common enemy…, they disagreed on almost everything else, including politics and
religion.”
It is frequently reiterated and supported that “jihadis lacked unity and possessed
separate local identities and differing goals,” that they were “ripe with internal strife
and rivalry….prone to infighting and power struggles.” It was within this intense
internecine strife that bin Laden and Zawahiri forged their relationship and turned it
toward the far enemy in a violent manner.
The next pivot point is the 9/11 attack, which was far from being as successful as bin
Laden and Zawahiri had anticipated. They expected that by attacking the US it
“would bring estranged jihadis back into the fold as well as mobilize the ummah
against pre-Western Muslim rulers and their superpower patron - the United States.”
Instead, “the core of the jihadis’ critique is a direct assault on what the religious
nationalists view as the shortsightedness and colossal miscalculations of bin Laden
and Zawahiri.” Although guests of the Taliban, bin Laden was highly criticized for
bringing the US and all its military power into Afghanistan and, as argued in other
works, the Taliban, had they been approached correctly by the US, could very well
have handed bin Laden over to international authorities, or revealed to the same
where he was working from.
The third pivot point is Iraq. Before the US invaded Iraq in 2003, the jihadi
movement according to Gerges had essentially torn itself apart, with very few actual
al-Queda members remaining from the onslaught of US power, a resurgence of local
nationalist power, and scorching critiques of al-Queda by Arab and Muslim writers
and scholars where “the dominant commentary …is an utter rejection of bin
Ladenism and a consistent plea for rationality and cultural engagement.”. The
contrived invasion of Iraq momentarily gave new life to al-Queda as a possible
center in which to renew its ‘far’ jihad.
From this low point, the Iraqi invasion “has turned into a recruiting device against
perceived American imperial policies; it has radicalized both mainstream and
militant Arab and Muslim public opinion.” The conflict in Iraq, “a baptism of blood
and fire, coupled with socialization with hard-core jihadis, will make them
vulnerable to militancy.”
Purposeful errors - US foreign policy
Throughout these arguments the US is seen as not understanding the many divisions
and splits within the jihadi movements. These divisions are at the core of Gerges’
arguments and represent a good portion of the text. There was/is in the US according
to Gerges a “catastrophic analytic failure” to understand the jihadi movement and the
strengths and powers of the various players within it. He argues correctly that “al-
Aqueda represents more of a national security problem…than a strategic threat,”
with the national security problem being downgraded to a “security nuisance” later in
the work. The implication is that the US military actions in the Middle East are a
huge over-reaction to the reality of the strengths of al-Queda, the national jihadis,
and the resurgent Taliban insurgency against a now occupying power. He suggests
that assisting local governments and utilizing legal international support rather than
using military occupation is sufficient to harness and stop the havoc created by a
small group of violent actors.
And of course it is a huge over-reaction, but the context that Gerges misses, or
chooses to ignore, is that part of this is for the media at home to present to the
consuming public at home, a public which is generally ignorant about foreign
cultures and beliefs. The context that needs to be presented is that of the US imperial
interests in controlling the resources of the area (mainly oil and natural gas, but other
minerals as well), and in containing the actions of China and Russia within the same
region. Gerges argues that the US “has assigned too much importance to the
terrorists and has unwittingly invested bin Laden and Zawhiri with the legitimacy
and stature that they desperately craved.” This propaganda victory for al-Queda is
seen as “suspect by those unable to believe that the American government could be
so naïve.” In truth, it is far from naïve: the “war on terror” is what is fed to the
people at home by the corporate media, a story that inculcates into the public the idea
that their very way of life is threatened by the hundred or so remaining al-Queda
fighters in Afghanistan and now on into Pakistan. Without that fear factor, without
the evil other, the reality of the US killing civilians and destroying cultural and
physical landscapes to control resources and other geopolitical forces might not be so
convincing an argument to continue with the violence and atrocities against
international law that the US commits daily in the Middle East. As for Obama, one
year into his presidency, one year after the 2009 writing date of Gerges revision,
there is little hope for a change of tactic, as the US surges anew into the region and is
being highly disruptive of the whole Pakistani arena of affairs. Obama has inherited
Bush’s war, made it his own, and continues the rhetoric about terrorists without
discussing the essence of the reason for attacking and occupying the Middle East -
for its own geopolitical advantage and to support the Israeli state.
Israel and Palestine
Israel and Palestine do not pay a major role in this text, nor hardly even a minor role.
But they are mentioned infrequently, with Israel being identified as being the US’s
sidekick in the Middle East. When Palestine is mentioned it is considered as not
prominent on the jihadi agenda, yet “the Palestinian tragedy continues to inspire
young activists and fuel their rage. I [Gerges] have not met an Islamist or jihadi who
does not mention Palestine as an example of Western injustices inflicted on
Muslims.” While Palestinians may not be important to Zawahiri and bin Laden,
“many of their foot soldiers and operatives have been moved and influenced by it.”
In his final summarizing comments, Gerges sees US policy as failing to understand
the divisions mentioned above - and conversely which he fails to see as a purposeful
ignorance - and the “legitimate grievances of many Muslims - foremost the
simmering regional conflicts in Palestine, Iraq, and Kashmir.”
Regardless of Gerges lack of insight into the geopolitical motives for the US to
continue its “war on terror”, The Far Enemy provides good insights into the jihadi
movements and their fractiousness and relative weakness on the global stage.
*Jim Miles is a Canadian educator and a regular contributor/columnist of pinion pieces and book reviews.
Miles' work is presented globally through other alternative websites and news publications.
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By Ramzy Baroud*
My friend Hanna is Syrian and also happens to be Christian. The latter fact
was rarely of consequence, except whenever he wished to boast about the
contributions of Arab Christians to Middle Eastern cultures. Of course, he is
right. The modern Arab identity has been formulated through a fascinating
mix of religions, sects and races. Christianity, as well as Islam, is deeply-
rooted in many aspects of Arab life. Needless to say, the bond between
Islam and Christianity is simply unbreakable.
“I am Christian, but, in terms of culture, I am equally a Muslim,” he told me
by way of introduction to a daunting realization. “But now, I am very wor-
ried.”
Hanna’s list of worries is long. Lead amongst them is the fact that Christian
Arabs in some Arab societies are increasingly viewed as ‘foreigners’ or
‘guests’ in their own countries. At times, as was the case in Iraq, they are
punished by one extremist group or another for embracing the same religion
that US-western zealots claim to represent. Churches were blown up in bru-
tal retribution for a savage war that President George W. Bush and many of
his ilk maintained to be between good and evil, using the most brazen relig-
ious references as they savaged Iraq, sparing neither Muslims nor Chris-
tians.
During the early years of the war, many Arab intellectuals seemed wary of
the sinister divide that the US was erecting between religions, sects and
communities. Many in Arab media referenced past historical experiences
when other imperial powers – namely Britain and France – resorted to the
‘divide and conquer’ stratagem. Those attempts in the first half of the 20th
century resulted in much bloodshed and lasting scars in many communities.
Lebanon is the obvious example with Iraq prevailing.
In response to the colonial attempts at busying the Arabs with internal con-
flicts, Arab nationalists had then wrangled with a discourse that proved of
immense value to modern Arab identity. To escape the pitfalls of religious
and sectarian divides, and to unleash the untapped energies of Arab socie-
ties, there was an urgent need to articulate a new language expressing a uni-
fying pan-Arab political discourse. In post-World War II, the rise of Arab
nationalism was the force to be contended with, from Egypt, to Iraq and to
Syria. It was a battle of wills involving imperialist powers, later joined by
the United States. It was also local, tribal elites fighting for their own survi-
val. The nationalists’ discourse was meant to inspire, from Gamal Abdel
Nasser’s thundering speeches in Egypt, to Michel Aflaq’s eloquent thoughts
in Syria, Iraq and elsewhere. At least then, it seemed to matter little that
Nasser was an Egyptian Sunni Muslim, and that Aflaq was a Greek Ortho-
dox Christian.
Aflaq was profound, and his insistence on the vitality of the Muslim charac-
ter to Arabs was a testament to a generation of nationalists that since then,
has all but completely faded. He spoke of Arab unity, not as a distant dream,
but a practical mechanism to snatch liberty from many sinister hands. “What
liberty could be wider and greater than binding oneself to the renaissance of
one's nation and its revolution?” he said during a speech. “It is a new and
strict liberty which stands against pressure and confusion. Dictatorship is a
precarious, unsuitable and self-contradictory system which does not allow
the consciousness of the people to grow.”
Many voices echoed that sentiment in Arab nations near and far. Poets
recited the will of freedom fighters and artists rendered the language of phi-
losophers. While Arab nationalist movements eventually fragmented, were
weakened or defeated, an Arab identity survived. Long after Nasser died,
and even Anwar Saddat signed the Camp David accords, thus breaking with
Arab consensus, school children continued to sing “Arab homelands are my
home, from the Levant to Baghdad, from Najd to Yemen and from Egypt to
Morocco.”
The war over Arab identity however never ceased, as it continued to mani-
fest itself in actual and figurative ways. Israel and western powers, vying for
military dominance, regional influence and ultimately resources, did the
best they could to shatter the few semblances that sustained a sense of unity
among Arab nations that survived despite numerous and perhaps insur-
mountable odds.
The Lebanese civil war (1975-1990) left deep wounds that continue to fes-
ter. The Iraq war was particularly painful. While Lebanon civil strife
involved well-demarcated sects, the alliances were in constant influx. But
Iraq’s civil war, encouraged and sustained with direct American involve-
ment to weaken Iraqi resistance to US-British occupation, was well-defined
and brutal. Muslim Shia and Sunni engaged in a bitter struggle as US troops
wreaked havoc in Baghdad. Members of all sects paid a heavy price for the
fighting, which also damaged the national identity of Iraq and made a mock-
ery of its flag and national anthem. The sociopolitical impact of that war
was so severe, it resuscitated a reactionary discourse that forced many com-
munities to see themselves as members of one group or another, each fight-
ing for its own being.
Soon after the Egyptian revolution, I walked the streets of Cairo, reminisc-
ing, with much giddiness - about the past and the encouraging future. A
‘new Egypt’ was being born, one with ample room for all of its children. An
Egypt where the poor are giving their fair share, and where Muslims and
Christians and the rest would march forward, hand in hand, as equals, com-
pelled by the vision of a new generation and the hopes and dreams of many
more. It was not a romantic idea, but thoughts inspired by millions of Egyp-
tians, by bearded Muslim men protecting churches in Cairo against govern-
ment plots to stir religious tensions, by Christian youth guarding the Tahrir
square as Muslim youth prayed, before they all resumed their fight for free-
dom.
Despite my insistence on optimism, I find the current political discourse
hateful, polarizing and unprecedentedly defeatist. While Muslim political
elites are sharply divided between Shia and Sunni, assigning layers of mean-
ing to the fact that one is born this way or that, this wrangling has been
weaved into a power play that has destroyed Syria, awakened past animosi-
ties in Lebanon and revitalized existing conflict in Iraq, further devastating
the very Arab identity.
Iraq’s historical dilemma, exploited by the US for immediate gains, has now
become a pan-Arab dilemma. Arab and Middle Eastern media is fomenting
that conflict using terminology loaded with sectarianism and obsessed with
erecting the kind of divides that will bring nothing but mistrust, misery and
war.
Resurrecting Nasser’s and Aflaq’s Arab nationalism might no longer be pos-
sible, but there is a compelling need for an alternative discourse to the type
of intellectual extremism that justifies with disturbing lucidity the butcher-
ing of the inhabitants of an entire village in Syria because of their sect or
religion. My friend Hanna has every reason to worry, as all Arabs should.

* Ramzy Baroud (www.ramzybaroud.net) is an internationally-syndicated columnist and
the editor of PalestineChronicle.com. His latest book is: My Father was A Freedom Fighter:
Gaza's Untold Story (Pluto Press).
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Khalid Al-Samadi

I was expecting either the General People’s Congress (GPC) or the Joint
Meeting Parties (JMP) to select the interim president Abdu Rabu Mansour
Hadi as a candidate in the presidential election of 2014. 
This political tactic was made by the GPC, which is led by former president
Ali Abdullah Saleh. But did the GPC obtain information that the JMP are
studying the possibility of selecting President Hadi to be their candidate?
Did this push the GPC to earlier announce President Hadi as their candidate
though the beneficiary of Hadi’s current decisions is the JMP?
Or was it the political intelligence of the GPC that has made the JMP
occupied with distributing positions, trading accusations, having conflicting
ideologies in the squares, newspapers and on websites, and finally losing the
national team spirit? Has the GPC realized that the JMP are still far from
choosing a consensus candidate, hitting them with this decision now?
Or was it the political intelligence of the GPC that realized choosing a
powerful military candidate who belongs to a military influential area will
obstruct Sheikh Hamid Al-Ahmar, or any tribal power in the North, from
running for elections?
Or was it the political intelligence of the GPC that intends to make Hadi the
representative of the party and be committed to its decisions and electoral
program. Thus, each party will implement its program, disregarding the
Change Program which the youth wants. 
What will the JMP and the youth do? Will they choose Hadi as a
presidential candidate, so that he will be everyone’s candidate, not the
GPC’s only? Or will they have another civil candidate whom they trust will
be able to gain votes as long as there is an electronic electoral registry?
President Hadi has earned tremendous popularity and is highly respected by
lots of people for several reasons including his free-corruption reputation.
He has broken the tribal and doctrinal manipulation of power. Moreover, all
Hadi’s decrees work towards the building of a civil, modern state.
Though the youths were behind the uprising, they are disintegrated now,
incapable of competing with huge coalitions. But they will vote for the one
who is close to their aspirations. We are waiting for the decision of the JMP.
Translated from the Arabic by Khalid Al-Karimi

GPC CONFUSES THE JMP:
HADI FOR PRESIDENT?

THE FORGOTTEN IN
GUANTANAMO

 Sara Abdullah Hasan   

I didn’t imagine that I would one day hear that Saeed—the brother of my friend who
died after suffering with cancer, who I know as a kind, lovely and moderate man—I
couldn’t imagine that he would be a Guantanamo inmate.
An American appeal court ordered in 2009 the release of Saeed Hatem after
American authorities couldn’t prove that he belonged to Al-Qaeda or the Taliban. 
However, Saeed is still behind bars and all appeals to American authorities and
protests in Yemen to release him haven’t changed anything or even given a glimmer
of hope in releasing him and other detainees. 
As days went on, Obama’s promises of closing Guantanamo in his election
campaigns become just false slogans like those slogans about justice and freedom
that America’s government pretend frequently that they want to transmit beyond
their borders.  But in front of the Statue of Liberty—that was granted by Marie
Antoinette for Americans to be a symbol of independence and freedom—they set up
the worst symbol of injustice, of violations against human rights: Guantanamo.
Guantanamo, in Cuba and 90 miles of Florida, has a terrible record for human rights.
Amnesty International says that the Guantanamo represent the barbarism of this era.
The number of Yemenis in Guantanamo is 86 out of 166 detainees. Saeed Hatem was
not the only that the court found not guilty. There are about 25 Yemeni detainees
who have been found not guilty by the American Federal Court while only six of the
detainees in Guantanamo face actual charges and may gain acquittal or conviction. 
Furthermore, 21 children are detained in this prison that was set up 12 years ago.
Nine detainees died during these years.
Since last February, Saeed along with other detainees went on hunger strike and the
number of strikers increased and now exceeds 100. Although the American
authorities initially denied that there was hunger strike, it admitted it later. The
strikers are being fed by force. Thirty detainees are fed through pipes that transmit
food from nose to stomach, a painful process.
Yasin Ismaeel, one of the Yemeni detainees, commented on forcing feeding, saying:
“I don’t want to be fed like that. But if you’re insisting, you should do it in a
humanitarian way at least.” Hussein Al-Mafradi, another detainee, said: “Deal with
me as you deal with the iguana or insect.” The iguana is a protected animal in
Guantanamo and the law punishes those who hunt it with the fine of ten thousand
dollar. Force-feeding was not the only torture practiced against them. Detainees still
complain about invasive inspections, being deprived of personal belongings as well
being the provocation of soldiers, some of whom desecrate the Quran.
Obama was holding the Congress responsible for not closing Guantanamo, but the
Congress authorized the Ministry of Defense to release all detainees who were found
to be not guilty.
Different countries, like Saudi Arabia, were able to secure the release its citizens
while Yemen has been incapable of doing anything for their citizens in this prison,
even if they were found not guilty in American courts. 
At the same time, the American government sends their drones to our lands.
They arrest our citizens without trial. They’re still lying, saying that they are the
country of law and freedom.

* Translated from the Arabic by Sadeq Al-Wasabi
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Written by: Mujibur Rahman
Yummy” said Rahima “I can smell Mummy cooking”. Rahima woke up in
the middle of the night. It was the month of Ramadan and Rahima was
very excited. Grandma told her that in the month of Ramadan Allah for-
gives people when they do good actions.
Rahima’s sister Sumaya woke up sleepily. They washed their face and
mouth and went downstairs. Mummy gave them different types of food to
eat.
“Remember girls you get a lot of reward when you get up in the middle of
the night and eat. This time is called suhoor”
At school Miss Zulfa told them that Ramadan is a month when the evil
Shaytaan is locked up. He makes people do so much bad things like steal,
lie and fight.
“And he makes people talk bad things about others” said Masum
“That’s right” said Miss Zulfa “Well done Masum”
Miss Zulfa said that in Ramadan people are doing a lot of things. There are
people in the Mosque praying and reading the Quran.
“People want to do a lot of good things” she said
“Why?” asked Iqra Anjum
“So they can get a lot of rewards from Allah” Allah promised he will give
rewards to those who do well.
“What kind of things can we do?” asked Rahima
“We can help our Mummy and Daddy at home” said Miss Zulfa “We can
read Islamic books and play Islamic games to learn more about Islam.
There is so much we can do”
Everyone was thinking what they can do. They all had different ideas in
mind.
“We also remember poor people and give money, food and clothes to them.
Allah told us to give Zakah and Sadaqa”
“Is that charity?” asked Rahima
“Yes Mashallah” said Miss Zulfa “Inshallah it will help the people who
really need it and make everybody happy”
“I know some charities” said Rahima “My Daddy works for some”
Miss Zulfa smiled at her “We should help them as much as we can”
In this month the holy Quran was given to Prophet Muhammad (s). He was
in a cave when a special angel called Jibrail came and told him to ‘read’.
“Miss” said Anas putting his hands up “My Mummy told me something
about if…ifth…”
“Iftar” said Miss Zulfa “That’s when we break our fast at sunset before it
becomes very dark, you should eat food at that time but not too much or
else you may burst” everyone started to laugh.
Miss Zulfa told them that at night time people pray a special prayer called
Tarawih. All mosques do this which is 20 rakah.
“That’s so long” said Imran “I’ll be tired”
“Don’t worry” said Miss Zulfa “Allah will reward us all. Young people do
not have to pray it, but it is a great Sunnah”
Rahima prayed secretly to Allah. She wanted to get a lot of rewards from
Allah by doing good. Maybe I could help Mummy at home in the kitchen
and help Daddy clean up the garage.

Ramadan Story

Frequently asked Questions
(FAQ) about Ramadan:

What is Ramadan?

Ramadan is the 9th month of the Islamic calendar, which is based on the
orbiting of the moon (lunar calendar), rather than the orbiting of the earth
(solar calendar). It was in the month of Ramadan in which the Quran (Holy
Book for Muslims) was first revealed.

What is Fasting?

Muslims should refrain from eating, drinking, smoking and conjugal rela-
tions. This means that no substitute should be introduced into the body,
which could be considered as providing nourishment to the body (e.g., a
nutritional injection). Fasting also involves abstaining from evil intentions
and desires.

What is the length of the Fasting?

From dawn to sunset, every day of the month of Ramadan, the 9th month of
the Islamic calendar.

Who should observe the Fast?

Fasting is obligatory upon every Muslim male and female who has reached
the age of puberty.

Who is exempted from Fasting?

Men and women who are too old and feeble to undertake the obligation of
fasting.
Sick people whose health may be worsened by fasting.
Pregnant women if according to a doctor's advice they should refrain from
fasting.
Breast-feeding mothers if their child does not receive a sufficient quantity
of milk because of their mother's fast.
Women in the period of menstruation and after childbirth (up to a maximum
of 40 days).
Children under the age of puberty.
Insane people who are not accountable for their deeds.
A traveling Muslim.
All the above people (with the exception of children who are underage and
the insane people and the feeble elderly) must make up the number of fasts
they have missed on account of their exemption, after the month of Rama-
dan.

How is Ramadan celebrated?

A feast called Eid-ul-Fitr, a day of thanks giving and happiness celebrates
the end of Ramadan. On this day, Muslims offer special prayers in congre-
gation and thank Allah for His blessings and mercy.
In conclusion, it is imperative to judge a religion by its teachings and not by
people who claim to be its followers.
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Men looking for a quick fling pre-
fer women with more "feminine"
facial features, said a study Friday
that delved into the evolutionary
determinants of the mating game.
Feminine features like a smaller
jawbone or fuller cheeks are closely
linked to a woman's perceived
attractiveness, which in turn is
taken as an indicator of health,
youth and fidelity and other traits, it
said. Feminine features are asso-
ciated with a higher level of the
female hormone oestrogen, which
is also linked with reproductive
success. Studies on factors that
influence human mating mostly
focus on women, who have shown
a similar preference for a hunkier
man for a fling but a geekier one to
settle down with -- possibly a more
reliable bet for helping to raise chil-

dren. In a study with several hun-
dred heterosexual male volunteers,
a team of researchers made com-
posite pictures of women's faces,
and asked the men which ones they
would choose for long- or short-
term relationships.
There were two versions of each
face -- one with slightly more femi-
nine and the other more masculine
features. The faces were taken from
European or Japanese faces.
They found that men rated women
with more feminine features more
highly for a fling.

The preference was especially high
among men who were already in a
steady relationship. "When a man
has secured a mate, the potential
cost of being discovered may
increase his choosiness regarding

short-term partners relative to
unpartnered men, who can better
increase their short-term mating
success by relaxing their stan-
dards," wrote the study authors.
But in making long-term choices,
men "may actually prefer less
attractive/feminine women," they
added. Previous research has found
that attractive women are likelier to
be unfaithful, particularly if their
partner is ugly. "If his partner
cheats on him, a man risks raising a
child which is not his own,"
explained the authors.
The study, led by Anthony Little
from the University of Stirling and
Benedict Jones from the University
of Glasgow, appears in the British
Journal of Psychology.

Woman's face drives relationship length

DNA code sheds light on world-ranging alga
It's just a tiny thing -- a single-
celled organism visible only under
a microscope -- yet it is one of the
most successful life forms on the
planet. So say scientists who on
Wednesday published the DNA
code of an ocean alga called Emili-
ania huxleyi, whose astonishing
adaptability enables it to thrive in
waters from the equator to the sub-
Arctic.
Known under the more useful mon-
iker of "Ehux," the alga has a thin,
hard, chalky shell of calcium carbo-
nate. Condensed piles of billions of
long-dead Ehuxes comprise, for
instance, the White Cliffs of Dover.
In the ocean, "blooms" of Ehux
algae can cover thousands of square
kilometres (square miles), and their
milky reflected light can be seen
from space. Less visibly, the micro-
alga also has an essential place in
the ecosystem and the complex
equation of climate change, which
explains the bid to sequence its
genome.
As a phytoplankton, Ehux is a basic
link in the ocean's food chain. It
also absorbs lots of carbon dioxide
(CO2) at the ocean surface, helping
to attenuate the greenhouse-gas
problem. Unveiled in Nature, the

genome project turned out to be
something of a nightmare, the
researchers admit. The Ehux
genome was originally thought be
only about 30 million bases, or
"rungs" in the DNA ladder. In the
end, it turned out to be a whopping
141 million bases, with at least
30,000 genes -- a third more than
the gtally among humans, although
our overall genome is many times
bigger. The investigation took more
than 10 years to complete.

"Because of the size and inherent
complexities, the genome became
known as The Beast," said Betsy
Read, a professor of biology at Cal-
ifornia State University, who ini-
tiated the scheme in 2002 and was
eventually supported by 74 other
researchers from a dozen countries.
What made Ehux such a challenge
was remarkably high genetic diver-
sity within the species, enabling it
to thrive in seas that can be cold or
warm, rich or low in nitrogen, iron
and phosphorus and dim or bright
in sunlight. It was only by sequenc-
ing not one but 13 strains of Ehux
that the team was able to get a com-
plete picture -- the first algal pan-
genome. Comparing and contrast-

ing the 13 strains shows that the
alga has a core genome, which
accounts for about three-quarters of
its DNA, says the paper.
The rest comprises different gene
sets that help a specific strain meet
challenges of the local environ-
ment.
By way of comparison, humans
share around 99 percent of their
DNA. Finding out how Ehux works
could one day aid medical research
and better understand the impact on
this vital organism from greenhouse
gases.
Identifying the genes and proteins
that help it make its tough little
shell could lead to new composite
materials for bone replacement.
"The genome, so to say, is the 'hard
drive' of an organism," said Klaus
Valentin of Germany's Alfred
Wegener Institute for Polar and
Marine Research. "All properties
are encoded there -- how it looks,
how it can adapt, how it competes
with others. If we know the data on
this hard drive, we can learn a great
deal about what this organism can
do and how it reacts to changes as a
result of climate change, for exam-
ple."

Facebook moves to confront porn and violence

SAN FRANCISCO - Facebook on Monday will tighten its review process to spare advertisers the embarrassment of
having their ads pop-up on pages containing porn or violent imagery. "Our goal is to both preserve the freedoms of
sharing on Facebook but also protect people and brands from certain types of content," the leading social network
said Friday in a blog post. "For example, we will now seek to restrict ads from appearing next to Pages and Groups
that contain any violent, graphic or sexual content." The move appeared aimed at calming advertisers' concerns about
brands being tarnished by appearing on Facebook pages with offensive content. "Prior to this change, a page selling
adult products was eligible to have ads appear on its right-hand side; now there will not be ads displayed next to this
type of content," Facebook said. The review process will be manual at first, but in the weeks ahead Facebook will
build an automated system to block or remove ads from pages with controversial content. "We'll do a better job mak-
ing sure advertising messages appear next to brand-appropriate pages and groups," Facebook promised.
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Wind-powered Blackbird vehicle up for
sale after rewriting physics

By Alex Lloyd | Moto-
ramic - 

Rick Cavallaro has been called
an idiot more times than he
cares to remember. After posing
the theory that a wind-powered
vehicle can travel downwind
faster than the wind, negating
centuries of scientific belief,
the Internet and its readers
pointed, laughed and ridiculed
the mad scientist. But on July 3,
2010, Cavarallo and his cronies
silenced the doubters by con-
structing a wind-powered vehi-
cle that travelled close to three
times faster than the wind itself.
For those wondering where one
might buy a scientific-defying
wind-powered machine, head
over to eBay. The car nick-
named Blackbird is now for
sale. How can a vehicle pow-
ered entirely by wind travel
directly downwind faster than
the wind itself? If you asked
Nobel Prize winners a few

years back, the verdict would be unanimous: It can’t. Cavallaro disagreed: “You lose the power of the wind when you reach the
wind speed, because there is no relative wind at that point,” he once told Wired. “Skeptics think that the wind is turning the prop,
and the car is turning the wheels, and that’s what makes the car go,” Cavallaro said. “That’s not the case. The wheels are turning the
prop. What happens is th e prop thrust pushes the vehicle.” While this may sound like perpetual motion, it’s not. The wind is har-
nessed as an external power source, allowing the additional power to propel the vehicle faster than the speed of the wind. After
Internet ridicule, Cavallaro and his associate John Broton sought to prove the concept by creating a small model. Having estab-
lished that once wind speed is reached, there is no wind across the chassis, all that was needed was a moving floor wind tunnel with
the wind turned off. Or, in scientific terms, a treadmill.
The theory was simple: Set the treadmill to a certain speed to simulate the moving ground, place the model on the treadmill as if it’s
traveling at the same speed as the wind, and if it moves forward up the treadmill, it’s moving faster than the wind. After posting
their successful tests, the world deemed it a hoax. The only option left was to build an actual wind-powered car, race the wind, and
beat it. After securing help from Google and Joby Energy, as well as assistance from San Jose State University, work began. Made
from mostly lightweight foam, the aerodynamic shell sports a 17-ft. tall propeller. Bicycle wheels reengineered with go-kart hubs
(to handle side-load) were installed, and, after more than a year of trial and error, a transmission was developed capable of transfer-
ring power from the wheels to the giant prop without breaking. On May 17, 2010, at New Jerusalem Airport in Tracy, Calif., Caval-
laro and his team faced a wind speed of 13.5 mph. The wind-powered vehicle did more than just outrun the wind: it sped to 38.5
mph – 2.85 times wind speed. On July 3, under the watchful eye of the North American Land Sailing Association, Blackbird
entered the record books, making its claims official by posting 2.8 times the speed of the wind, as ratified by Guinness. In July
2012, the team modified the Blackbird to travel upwind, recording a pace 2.1 times faster than the wind, further cementing their
place in history.
Cavallaro and Broton were not the first to believe in this theory. The first wind-powered vehicle documents back to 1969, when
Andrew Bauer created a wind-powered machine that, supposedly, could outrun the wind too. While there is no reason to doubt
these claims, evidence of its success remains slim. Defying established beliefs, this piece of scientific history holds a current bid on
eBay (as of this writing) at just $1,575. Cavallaro told me they're selling it because "we're done with it, don't have space for it, and
don't want to cut it to pieces." Who needs a $70,000 Tesla? This is a real zero-emissions vehicle. Just don't ask it to turn corners.

13 most truly made-in-America cars
The Wall Street Journal – Tue, May 28, 2013 

Domestic brands have the most American-
made content in the U.S. according to a new
index released by American University’s
Kogod School of Business. Professor Frank
DuBois, a global supply chain management
expert, led the analysis, which considered not
only where each vehicle’s parts were pro-
duced, but also the location of the manufac-
turer’s headquarters and other details, all in an
effort to help consumers buy American.  “If
you break down a single ‘American-made’
transmission, you’ll find many smaller parts,
each stamped with its own country of origin.
You may well find 80% of the parts inside that
transmission didn’t come from the U.S.,” said
Dubois. To narrow down the options, DuBois’
team collected data from several sources,
including recent American Automobile Label-
ing Act reports. The AALA was enacted in
1992 to inform consumers about the percent-
age of American content which comprises
each car. AALA data specifies the percentage
of U.S./Canadian parts content for each vehi-
cle, including where the engine and transmis-
sions were built. DuBois’ index used these
details as well as each vehicle’s overall AALA
score, but also factored in: where the manufac-

turer’s headquarters is located; where most research and development occurs and where assembly occurs. Some highly similar vehi-
cle models that varied on the basis of trim lines or engine and transmission options were aggregated together for ease of compari-
son, resulting in 253 total vehicles indexed. As there were multiple tie scores, there are a total of 72 ranked positions. Even the most
homegrown manufacturers are now global corporations. In an article on Kogodnow.com, DuBois noted that of Ford’s 56 research
centers, 45 are in the U.S.—which means 11 are elsewhere. On the other hand, four out of every 10 Ford Motor Co. workers are
based in the US, while Toyota has just one out of 10. Here are 13 vehicles that made the top-five most American-made 2013 models
from DuBois’ index. Several vehicles ended up with tied scores, resulting in multiple winners for each position.

1. GMC Acadia (3-way tie)
1. Buick Enclave (3-way tie)
1. Chevrolet Traverse (3-way tie)
2. Dodge Avenger (2-way tie)
2. Ford F-series pickup (2-way tie)
3. Chrysler 200
4. Jeep Compass, Jeep Patriot and Jeep Wrangler
5. Chevrolet Corvette, Ford Mustang, Chevrolet Equinox, GMC Terrain (4-way tie)

2014 Lexus IS, dueling with the
Germans: Motoramic Drives

There’s a corporate
phrase that gets thrown
around at Toyota and
Toyota-derived launches:
kaizen, meaning
“continuous improve-
ment.” That’s certainly
more true with some
products than others, but
the phrase really applies
to the new Lexus IS,
leagues better than the
old version, which
seemed a bit stale and
imitative even when it
was released in 2007, and
hasn’t been much
redeemed by the occa-
sional refresh. It was
always the definition of a
middle-of-the-pack vehi-
cle. But now the IS
appears ready to move
forward in line. When
you’re talking about the
IS, you’re really talking
about two separate cars:
The IS250 and the IS350.
Both have rear-wheel
drive (all-wheel drive remains optional) and V-6 aluminum block engines, but the 250 only generates 204 hp, while the 350 gets up
to 306 hp. The IS350 also opts for a sportier 8-speed transmission, while the IS250 settles for a less engaging 6-speed automatic;
both boxes work via the now obligatory paddle shifters. The 350 remains a far more dynamic, sharp, and fun machine, though the
250 does get better gas mileage. They’re like identical twins, but the 350 is the naughty one, a real growler, while the 250 is docile
and smooth, the sensible, steady one that gets good grades. And no, that wasn’t a Sweet Valley High reference. Or maybe it was.
Regardless, I drove the 2014 Lexus IS around a racetrack in Austin last week. It wasn’t the Austin racetrack, the Circuit Of The
Americas, rather Lexus took us to Driveway Austin, a humble track built by a retired racecar driver, on the site of a former indus-
trial scrapyard. The racer told us he had the intention of turning it into “the number-one training facility in the world.” That’s a
questionable claim, but Driveway Austin does have its charms. The owner has constructed features based on the Festival Corner at
Monaco, the Corkscrew at Laguna Seca, and a straightaway at Nurburging. It’s challenging enough, but it’s not going to eat your
soul. Because of that, it served as a perfect showcase for the new IS, which is not a racecar, or anything approximating such. But
it’s still a really fun car to drive.
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Jubilant Palestinians

celebrate Arab Idol win

Tens of thousands of jubilant Palestinians celebrated into the early hours of Sunday
after a 23-year-old Gazan singer won the popular Arab Idol talent show that has
captivated millions across the Middle East since March. The meteoric rise of Gaza's
Mohammed Assaf to snatch the top prize in the pan-Arab singing contest sparked an
unprecedented outpouring of joy across the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, unifying
an often divided public. Assaf's victory in the finals, held in Beirut and screened live
on television across the Arab world, marked the first such success for a Palestinian
entertainer. "Mohammed Assaf is the Arab Idol!" declared the presenter of the show
which is modelled on the British hit show Pop Idol, as confetti rained down on the
cheering audience. The handsome, tuxedo-clad singer immediately dedicated his win
to "the Palestinian people, who have been suffering for more than 60 years from (the
Israeli) occupation". He wins a professional recording contract and a car, a 2013
Chevrolet Camaro. Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas crowned him a national
goodwill ambassador, and the UN agency for Palestinian refugees named him their
UNRWA Youth Ambassador. Since the contest began in March, Assaf has earned
himself an army of followers who have been glued to the big screens in cafés and
restaurants across the territories, listening enraptured as his powerful voice propelled
him further and further ahead in the weekly sing-off.
As his name was read out, his mother - wearing a traditional Palestinian embroidered
dress, her shoulders wrapped in the black, green, white and red of the national flag -
burst into tears of joy. Spontaneous celebrations broke out across Gaza and in the
West Bank, where tens of thousands took to the streets, cheering and dancing, car
radios blasting the traditional Palestinian song which propelled him to victory as
people handed out sweets to passersby. And on Sunday, a Ramallah-based public
relations firm announced plans to host Assaf for a concert and celebration party in
early July. News of his victory was splashed across Sunday's front pages with many
making a play on words linked to a remark by one of the judges who described him
as "the best rocket" to have come out of Gaza - "a rocket of peace, not war". "'The
rocket hit the target and brought joy to the Palestinians," said Al-Hayat Al-Jadida,
while the rival Al-Ayyam went with: "Assaf - the Palestinians' art rocket." And inside
the papers, giant full-page adds taken out by the Bank of Palestine and mobile phone
provider Jawaal congratulated him on his win.
After the final sing-off, which pitted Assaf against a young woman from Syria and an
Egyptian, the entire Palestinian nation was on tenterhooks, waiting for the result after
millions texted their vote to the pan-Arab MBC channel. Across the West Bank and
Gaza, streets were jammed with a sea of smiling faces, and the joyful honking of car
horns as people revelled in the rare atmosphere of celebration. "The mood is
indescribable. Everyone is celebrating. Thank you, Mohammed Assaf, for bringing
joy to our hearts!" said Gaza resident Mohammad Dahman. "We haven't felt this joy
in a long time!" Celebrations also erupted in annexed east Jerusalem, but soured as
young Palestinians clashed with Israeli police, resulting in several arrests. In northern
Lebanon, Palestinian refugees in the Beddawi camp fired into the air and honked car
horns to celebrate, while major partying also took place in the southern city of Sidon,
a correspondent said. Born in Misrata, Libya, Assaf grew up in the Khan Yunis
refugee camp in Gaza, one of the world's poorest and most densely-populated areas
which has been subjected to a tight Israeli blockade since 2006.
Gaza's Islamist Hamas rulers disapprove of shows such as Arab Idol, which are
considered to be un-Islamic, but they have not clamped down on support for the
contest. "All Palestinians share in his success. Mohammed's music is a universal
language and speaks to all of us," said UNRWA chief Filippo Grandi. "How fantastic
that a Palestine refugee from Gaza should bring us all together in this way." There
were even congratulations from Israel, with the army's Arabic spokesman Avichai
Adraee hailing his victory on Twitter. And the left-leaning Haaretz newspaper also
hailed his success saying: "A Palestinian hero is born."

Once adored by women for his
warm voice and good looks,
Lebanese crooner Fadl Shaker
followed an unlikely path to
become an Islamist militant
now on the run with fellow
fugitive Sheikh Ahmad al-
Assir. The pair are now being
sought in a nationwide manhunt
after clashes between Assir and
his Salafist supporters and the
military in the southern city of
Sidon that left 17 soldiers dead.
Though he grew to become one
of the Arab world's most

famous singers, Shaker suffered through a miserable childhood of poverty, which a
onetime musician friend says helped lead him down a dark path later in life. Now in
his mid-forties, Shaker was born to a Palestinian mother and Lebanese father in the
country's biggest Palestinian refugee camp, Ain al-Helweh. Born Fadl Shmandur, he
began his career as a popular wedding singer who performed from the rooftops of the
camp, an over-crowded and hopeless place.
"He has a beautiful voice. Hearing him live was even more beautiful than a record-
ing," a former friend of Shaker's said on condition of anonymity. "But he has always
been naive and gullible. The more of a star he became, the further he strayed from the
people who really loved him. He constantly ended up in bad company," said the
friend, who lost touch with him some years ago. In his prime, Shaker sang love songs
that were instant region-wide hits. He released his first album in the late nineties, and
continued to perform until 2011. His biggest hits, Bayyaa al-Qulub (The Heart-
breaker), Ya Ghayeb (You who are far away) and Law Ala Albi (My heart melted in
your love), are regularly played at Arab weddings and parties. Shaker's songs are
romantic and his voice full of longing.
"He is a very sensitive, extremely reserved person," said Shaker's friend.
"When his Palestinian wife left him, he would cry on stage as he sang, thinking of
her. He is very emotional." In one of his most well-known songs, he sang: "O you
who are far away, why don't you ask after the one who loves you, and who can't sleep
at night? I am thinking of you." Shaker's immense popularity was boosted by the fact
he was also a defender of Palestinian rights, and was granted honorary Palestinian
citizenship by President Mahmud Abbas. Shaker also opened a restaurant in Sidon
and pondered swapping his music career for a less hectic life, closer to his three chil-
dren. "I knew he would leave music one day, but I would never have thought he
would join Assir. It's such a shame, he has such talent. I feel sorry for him," his friend
said. Shaker's brother had long been a strict Muslim, and he tried for years to con-
vince him to leave music. But it wasn't until after the outbreak of an uprising in Syria
against President Bashar al-Assad that Shaker became convinced that singing is
haram, or forbidden in Islam. Shaker soon became the best-known face of Assir's
small movement of openly sectarian, Sunni radicals and praised the cleric as "the lion
of the Sunnis". He grew a beard and became a highlight of Assir's rallies, helping
attract attention to the phenomenon of Sunni radicalism in the small Mediterranean
country. Performing during a television interview earlier this year, Shaker swapped
his love songs for a chant about jihad (holy war) and death. Sitting by Assir, Shaker
smiled and sang as sweetly as ever: "God gave me the gift and invited me to join the
jihad... Mother, don't cry for me... Death does not frighten me, and my wish is to
become a martyr." His latest media appearance came in an amateur video in which he
boasts: "We got rid of two of your swine, of your dogs... God is great." The video
went viral, with many alleging Shaker referred to killing army troops. Others said the
footage referred to earlier clashes between Assir supporters and pro-Hezbollah fight-
ers. Lebanon's judicial authorities issued a detention order for Assir and 123 of his
supporters, including Shaker, whose brother was killed in weekend clashes with the
army in Sidon. "Fadl's story makes me sad, but in a way I am not surprised. He has
always been easy to manipulate," his friend said. "These people have used him. With-
out him, no one would have heard of them."

Fadl Shaker:
Rise and fall of Lebanon’s star
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